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Abstract. In this paper we prove two theorems which resemble the classical cohomo-
logical and homological Brown representability theorems. The main difference is that our
results classify contravariant functors from spaces to spaces up to weak equivalence of
functors.

In more detail, we show that every contravariant functor from spaces to spaces which
takes coproducts to products up to homotopy, and takes homotopy pushouts to homotopy
pullbacks is naturally weekly equivalent to a representable functor.

The second representability theorem states: every contravariant continuous functor
from the category of finite simplicial sets to simplicial sets taking homotopy pushouts
to homotopy pullbacks is equivalent to the restriction of a representable functor. This
theorem may be considered as a contravariant analog of Goodwillie’s classification of
linear functors [14].

1. Introduction

The classical Brown representability theorem [4] classifies contravariant functors from the
homotopy category of pointed connected CW -complexes to the category of sets satisfying
Milnor’s wedge axiom (W) and Mayer-Vietoris property (MV).

(W): F (
∐
Xi) =

∏
F (Xi);

(MV): F (D)→ F (B)×F (A)F (C) is surjective for every homotopy pushout square
A //

��

B
��

C // D
.

In this paper we address a similar classification problem, but the functors we classify
are the homotopy functors from spaces to spaces, satisfying (hW) and (hMV), the higher
homotopy versions of (W) and (MV).
(hW): F (

∐
Xi) '

∏
F (Xi);

(hMV):
F (D) //

��

F (B)
��

F (C) // F (A)
is a homotopy pullback for every homotopy pushout square

A //

��

B
��

C // D
.

Homotopy functors F : Sop → S satisfying (hW) and (hMV) are called cohomological
in this paper. Our main result appearing in Theorem 4.1 below is that such a functor is
naturally weakly equivalent to representable functor.

We should mention right away, that by spaces we always mean simplicial sets in this
paper. It is well known that the homotopy category of the unpointed spaces fails to satisfy
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Brown representability [15, Prop. 2.1]. The enriched framework is more forgiving. Our
results are formulated for the unpointed spaces, but they remain valid in the pointed
situation too.

Note however, that neither our theorem implies Brown representability, nor the converse.
We assume stronger (higher homotopy) conditions about the functor, but we also obtain
an enriched representability result.

Nevertheless, our result has a natural predecessor from the Calculus of homotopy func-
tors. Goodwillie’s classification of linear functors [14] is related to the classical homological
Brown representability in the same way as our representability theorem related to the
cohomological Brown representability.

The second classification result proved in this paper is “essentially equivalent” to Good-
willie’s classification of finitary linear functors. The difference is that we prove a higher
homotopy version of the homological Brown representability representability in its con-
travariant form. Recall [2] that every cohomological functor from the category of compact
spectra to abelian groups is a restriction of a representable functor. We prove a non-stable
enriched version of this statement: every contravariant homotopy functor from finite spaces
to spaces satisfying (hMV) is equivalent to a restriction of a representable functor. Such
functors are called homological .

Although there is no direct implications between our theorem and Goodwillie’s classifica-
tion of linear functors, there is an additional feature that our results share. In both cases ev-
ery small functor may be approximated by an initial, up to homotopy, representable/linear
functor, i.e., both constructions may be viewed as homotopical localizations in some model
category of functors. However the collection of all functors from spaces to spaces does not
form a locally small category (natural transformations between functors need not form a
small set in general). Our remedy to this problem is to consider only small functors, i.e.,
the functors obtained as left Kan extensions of functors defined on a small full subcategory
of spaces.

The method of proof of our results deserves a comment. The Yoneda embedding Y : S →
Sop of spaces (=simplicial sets) into the category of small contravariant functors has a
left adjoint Z = ev∗. In this paper we introduce a localization on the category of small
contravariant functors such that this pair of adjoint functors becomes a Quillen equivalence,
while the local objects are equivalent to the representable functors. In other words, we
have a new model for spaces, where every homotopy type is represented by a compact
(i.e., finitely presentable) object, the representable functor. Unfortunately our new model
of spaces is not class-cofibrantly generated, therefore we can not immediately apply it to
the theory of homotopical localizations in spaces. Instead we apply it to the study of
representability conditions for small functors.

We express the property for contravariant functors to satisfy (hW) and (hMV) as a local
condition, i.e., such functors become local objects with respect to certain class of maps. We
identify this class precisely and argue that the class of object local with respect to those
maps is exactly the class of functor equivalent to the representable functors, therefore the
localization we constructed is the localization with respect to the class of maps ensuring
that the local objects are the cohomological functors.
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Therefore, to be equivalent to a representable functor is the same as satisfy the conditions
(hW) and (hMV), moreover, every functor has the universal, up to homotopy, approxima-
tion by a cohomological functor – the fibrant replacement in the localized model category,
see Remark 4.2 for more details.

We finish our paper with an argument that the new models of spaces, appearing as local-
izations of class-cofibrantly generated model categories, are not class-cofibrantly generated.
This conclusion is quite unexpected, because the localization of a combinatorial model cat-
egory is always a combinatorial model category (at least under Vopěnka’s principle) [5].

1.1. Acknowledgment. We thank Amnon Neeman for numerous helpful conversation,
which led to the results in this paper. We also thank Tom Goodwillie and the anonymous
referee for helpful remarks about the early version of this paper.

2. Model categories of small functors and their localization

The object of study of this paper is homotopy theory of contravariant functors from the
category of spaces S to S. The totality of these functors does not form a category in the
usual sense, since the natural transformations between two functors need not form a set in
general, but rather a proper class. We choose to treat a sufficiently large subcollection of
functors, including all interesting functors and forming a locally small category. The next
definition describes elements of a reasonably large subcollection.

Definition 2.1. Let D be a (not necessarily small) simplicial category. A functor Xe :
D → S is representable if there is an object D ∈ D such that Xe is naturally equivalent to
RD, where RD(D′) = homD(D,D′). A functor Xe : C → S is called small if Xe is a small
weighted colimit of representables.

Remark 2.2. G.M. Kelly [19] calls small functors accessible and weighted colimits in-
dexed. He proves that small functors form a simplicial category which is closed under
small (weighted) colimits [19, Prop. 5.34].

In order to do homotopy theory we need to work in a category which is not only co-
complete, but also complete (at least under finite limits). Fortunately, there is a simple
sufficient condition in the situation of small functors.

Theorem 2.3. If D is cocomplete, then the category SD of small functors D → S is
complete.

The main technical tool used in the prove of the classification theorem is the theory of
homotopy localizations. More specifically, we apply certain homotopy localizations in the
category of small contravariant functors SSop

, or in a Quillen equivalent model category of
maps of spaces with the equivariant model structure [12, 10].

Let us briefly recall the definitions and basic properties of the involved model categories.
The projective model structure on the small contravariant functors was constructed in
[10]. The weak equivalences and fibrations in this model category are objectwise. This
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model structure is generated by the classes of generating cofibrations and generating trivial
cofibrations

I = {RA ⊗ ∂∆n ↪→ RA ⊗∆n|A ∈ S, n ≥ 0},
J = {RA ⊗ Λnk ↪→ RA ⊗∆n|A ∈ S, n ≥ k ≥ 0}.

The classes I and J satisfy the conditions of the generalized small object argument [8],
therefore we refer to this model category as class-cofibrantly generated, see [8, Definition 1.3]
for the detailed definition and discussion. Note that the representable functors are cofibrant
objects and the rest of cofibrant objects are obtained as retracts if I-cellular objects.

Another example of a class-cofibrantly generated model category is given by the equi-
variant model structure on the maps of spaces S [2]

eq . The central concept of the equivariant
homotopy theory is the category of orbits. In the category of maps of spaces the sub-
category of orbits O[2] is the full subcategory of S [2] consisting of diagrams of the form

Te =
(
X
↓
∗

)
, X ∈ S. Motivation of this terminology and further generalization of the con-

cept of orbit can be found in [13]. Equivariant homotopy and homology theories were
developed in [11]. The theory of equivariant homotopical localizations was introduced in
[7]. Weak equivalences and fibrations in the equivariant model category are determined
by the following rule: a map f : Xe → Ye is a weak equivalence or a fibration if for every
Te ∈ O[2] the induced map of spaces hom(Te , f) : hom(Te , Xe )→ hom(Te , Ye ).

The categories of maps of spaces and small contravariant functors are related by the
functor O : S [2] → SSop

, called the orbit-point functor (generalizing the fixed-point functor
from the equivariant homotopy theory with respect to a group action), which is defined by

the formula (Xe )O(Y ) = hom
(
Y
↓
∗
, Xe
)

, for all Y ∈ S. Orbit-point functor has a left adjoint

called the realization functor | − |[2] : SS
op → S [2]. The main result of [10] is that this pair

of functors is a Quillen equivalence.
Before proving the main classification result, we suggest the following alternative char-

acterization of functors satisfying (hW) and (hMV) as local objects with respect to some
class of maps.

Homotopy functors as local objects. By definition every cohomological functor F
is a homotopy functor, i.e., F (f) : F (B) → F (A) is a weak equivalence for every weak
equivalence f : A → B. Denote by F1 the class of maps between representable functors
induced by weak equivalences:

F1 = {f∗ : RA → RB|f : A→ B is a w.e.},

where RA denotes the representable functor RA = S(−, A).
Yoneda’s lemma implies that F1-local functors are precisely the fibrant homotopy func-

tors.

Cohomology functors as local objects. Given a homotopy functor F , it suffices to
demand two additional properties for the functor F to be cohomological: F must convert
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coproducts to products up to homotopy and it also must convert homotopy pushouts to
homotopy pullbacks. Yoneda’s lemma and the standard commutation rules of various
(ho)(co)limits with hom(−,−) implies that both properties are local with respect to the
following classes of maps:

F2 =
{∐

RXi → R‘
Xi

∣∣∣∀{Xi}i∈I ∈ SI
}

and

F3 =

hocolim

 RA //

��

RC

RB

 −→ RD

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A //

��

C
��

B // D
– homotopy pushout in S

 .

Objects which are local with respect to F = F1 ∪ F2 ∪ F3 are precisely the fibrant
homotopy functors.

Lemma 2.4. Any functor F : Sop → S satisfying (hMV) is a homotopy functor, i.e., for
any weak equivalence f : A→ B, the map F (f) : F (B)→ F (A) is a weak equivalence.

Proof. Given a weak equivalence f : A → B the following commutative square is a homo-
topy pushout:

A A

f

��

A
f

// B.

Applying F we obtain:

F (B)
F (f)

//

F (f)

��

F (A)

F (A) F (A).

The later square is a homotopy pullback iff F (f) is a weak equivalence. Therefore, any
functor satisfying (hMV) is automatically a homotopy functor. �

We conclude that it suffices to invert F = F2 ∪ F3 .

Remark 2.5. The indexing category I used to describe F2 is a completely arbitrary small
discrete category. In particular I can be empty. This implies that the map ∅ → R∅ is
in F2. In other words, if F is a cohomological functor, then F (∅) = ∗. This property is
analogous to the requirement that every linear functor is reduced in homotopy calculus.

Remark 2.6. Since homological functors (see a brief explanation on p. 2 or an official
Definition 4.5) are defined on the category of finite simplicial sets, we need to adjust the
definition of F3.

F ′3 =

hocolim

 RA //

��

RC

RB

 −→ RD

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A //

��

C
��

B // D
– homotopy pushout,A,B,C,D ∈ Sfin

 .
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Then the reduced homological functors in SS
op
fin (with the projective model structure) are

precisely the functors which are local with respect to F ′ = F ′3 ∪ {∅ → R∅}

2.1. Localization. Representing the class of cohomology functors as local objects does
not contribute much to their understanding. Our next goal is to make sure that there
exists a localization of the model structure with respect to F and the class of objects we
a willing to classify will be represented, up to homotopy, by the elements of the homotopy
category of the localized model category. After we achieve this, we have a chance to find
a simpler model category, Quillen equivalent to the localized model category, hence classi-
fying the objects of the homotopy category. In addition the localization approach to the
classification problem supplies us with an approximation tool, namely the fibrant replace-
ment in the localized category, so that every functor may be turned into a cohomological
functor in a functorial way and such approximation is initial with respect to maps into
other cohomological functors.

Localization procedure is not always a routine. For example, the existence of local-
ization of spaces with respect to the class of cohomological equivalences is still an open
problem (assuming Vopěnka’s principle in addition to the standard axioms this question
was positively settled [6]). In our situation no currently existing general localization ma-
chine may be immediately applied, since F is a proper class of maps and the category
of small functors is not cofibrantly generated. We will implement an ad hoc approach to
this localization problem. Namely, relying on the intuition stemming out of the classical
Brown representability we assume that the localized model category will be equivalent to
the category of spaces, construct such localization disregarding F , and afterwards prove
that this localization is precisely the localization with respect to F .

The basic idea behind this localization is to turn the adjunction ev∗ : SSop
� S :Y into

a Quillen equivalence (to see that this is indeed an adjunction note that ev∗(F ) = F ? IdS).
For this purpose we will use the derived version of the unit of this adjunction: F → Y ev∗F .
We need to turn q = Y ev∗ : SSop → SSop

into a homotopy functor.
Since ev∗ is a homotopy functor in the projective model structure and Y preserves weak

equivalences of fibrant simplicial sets, the derived version of q may be chosen to be the
composition Q = Y êv∗, where (̂−) is a functorial fibrant replacement in simplicial sets.
Q is equipped with a coaugmentation η : Id → Q, defined as a composition of the unit of
adjunction with the application of Y on the natural map of simplicial sets ev∗(F )→ êv∗(F ).

The category S [2]
eq is related to the category of contravariant functors by the Quillen

equivalence [10]:

(1) | − |[2] : SS
op

� S [2]
eq : (−)O.

We would like to localise simultaneously the model category S
[2]
eq , so that the adjunction

(1) would remain Quillen equivalence.
In order to construct the required localization of S [2]

eq we will take the derived version of
the unit of the adjunction

(2) L : S2
eq � S :R,
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where L
(
A
↓
B

)
= A and R(A) =

A
↓
∗
. We define Q′

(
A
↓
B

)
=
Â
↓
∗
, and notice that the unit of the

adjunction (2), composed with the application of R on the natural map L
(
A
↓
B

)
→

̂
L

(
A
↓
B

)
,

provides Q′ with a coaugmentation η′ : Id→ Q′.
It turns out that the localization of the model category S [2]

eq with respect to Q′ is precisely
the localization of S [2]

eq with respect to the class of maps |F|[2] = |F1|[2] ∪ |F2|[2] ∪ |F3|[2],
where

|F1|[2] =
{
A
↓
∗
−→

B
↓
∗

∣∣∣∣A→ B is a w.e. in S
}
,

|F2|[2] =

{∐ Xi

↓
∗
−→

‘
Xi

↓
∗

∣∣∣∣∣∀{Xi}i∈I ∈ SI
}
,

and

|F3|[2] =


hocolim


A
↓
∗

//

��

C
↓
∗

B
↓
∗

 −→
D
↓
∗

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A //

��

C
��

B // D
is a homotopy pushout in S


.

Remark 2.7. The realization functor | − |[2] may be viewed as a coend Inc⊗S−, where
Inc : S = O[2] ↪→ S [2] is the fully-faithful embedding of the subcategory of orbits [10].
Therefore, computing the realization of the representable functors is just the evaluation of
Inc at the representing object, since the dual of the Yoneda lemma applies.

The main technical achievement of this paper, which is behind the proof of the repre-
sentability theorem is the following.

Theorem 2.8. There exist localizations of the projective model structure on SSop
with

respect to Q and of the equivariant model structure on S [2] with respect to Q′, so that all
adjunctions in the following triangle become Quillen equivalences.

S

R

��

Y

��

SSop

|−|[2]

,,

ev∗

??

S [2]

(−)O
ll

L

TT

Proof. The existence of localization follows from the Bousfield-Friedlander theorem [3, A.7].
We have to verify that
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(1) Q and Q′ preserve weak equivalences;
(2) Q and Q′ are coaugmented, homotopy idempotent functors;
(3) Pull back of a Q(Q′)-equivalence along a Q(Q′)-fibration is a Q(Q′)-equivalence

again (the resulting localized category becomes right proper).

Q and Q′ are constructed in such a way that conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. The
verification is a routine.

In order to verify (3) notice that a map in SSop
(S [2]) is a Q(Q′)-equivalence iff the map

induced between the values of the functors in ∗ ∈ S (0 ∈ [2]) is a weak equivalence. Since
S is right proper, any pull back of such map along a levelwise fibration will have the same
property. Certainly any Q(Q′)-fibration is a levelwise fibration, hence the conditions of
Bousfield-Friedlander theorem are satisfied.

It remains to show that the adjunctions in the triangle above became Quillen equiva-
lences. Note that the composition of the right adjoints of the right edge and of the base of
the triangle equals to the right adjoint of the left edge (R(−))O = Y (−), so it suffices to
verify only that the right edge and the base of the triangle are Quillen equivalences.

The adjunction of the right edge is a Quillen pair, since the left adjoint L preserves

cofibrations and trivial cofibrations. It remains to show that A = L

(
A
↓
B

)
→ X is a weak

equivalence iff
(
A
↓
B

)
→ R(X) =

(
X
↓
∗

)
is a Q′-equivalence, which is clear.

The adjunction in the base of the triangle is a Quillen pair by Dugger’s lemma [16, 8.5.4],
since the right adjoint preserves fibrations of fibrant objects (in the category of maps Q′-
fibrant object are weakly equivalent to orbits, hence their orbit points are weakly equivalent
to representable functors, i.e., Q-fibrant in the category of contravariant functors, but
fibrations of Q-local objects are Q-fibrations), and also trivial fibrations (since those do
not change under localization). It remains to show that for all cofibrant F ∈ SSop

and for

all Q′-fibrant
(
A
↓
B

)
'
(
A
↓
∗

)
a map f : F →

(
A
↓
∗

)O
= RA is a Q-equivalence iff the adjoint

map f ] : |F |[2] →
(
A
↓
∗

)
is a Q′-equivalence. The ‘only if’ direction follows by applying the

realization functor on f , since |RA|[2] =
(
A
↓
∗

)
and realization preserves weak equivalence

of cofibrant objects. The ‘if’ direction follows from computation of the value F (∗): using
the composition of two left adjoints L(|F |[2]) = ev∗(F ), we find out that F (∗) is equivalent
to the domain of |F |[2]). �

Remark 2.9. Theorem 2.8 provides us with two model of spaces with the following property:
every object is weakly equivalent to an ℵ0-small object. This conclusion seems contra-
intuitive in view of Hovey’s proof that every cofibrant and ℵ0-small, relative to cofibrations,
object in a pointed finitely generated model category C is ℵ0-small in Ho(C) [17, 7.4.3].
However, there is no contradiction with our result, since the localized model categories S [2]

eq

or SSop
are very far from being finitely generated.
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It is tempting to try to apply these models to the problem of localization of spaces with
respect to some proper class of maps, which we could not do before due to set theoretical
difficulties (the cardinality of domains and codomains of these maps would not be bounded
by any fixed cardinal). However, there is still an obstacle preventing an immediate applica-
tion of these models to localization problems in S. The Bousfield-Friedlander localization
machinery used to prove Theorem 2.8 does not provide the localized model categories with
a class of generating trivial cofibrations that is necessary for construction of new localiza-
tions. In fact the new model categories fail to be (class-)cofibrantly generated, as we will
show in Section 5.

Our next goal is to show that Q-localization is precisely the localization with respect to
F and Q′-localization is precisely the localization with respect to |F|[2].

3. Technical preliminaries

Recall that we are going to prove two more theorems in this paper. Theorem 4.1 classifies
cohomological functors and Theorem 4.9 classifies homological functors. However the tech-
nicalities behind the proofs are very similar. Therefore, while we are heading towards the
proof of Theorem 4.1 first, we indicate little adjustments required to adapt the argument
for the proof of Theorem 4.9.

The Q-local objects are precisely the functors (levelwise) weakly equivalent to the repre-
sentable functors RA with A fibrant. We need to show that every object in SSop

is F-local
equivalent to a representable functor.

Every small contravariant functor may be approximated by an I-cellular diagram, up to
a (levelwise) weak equivalence [10], where

I =
{
∂∆n

↓
∆n
⊗RA

∣∣∣∣ A ∈ S} .
Therefore, it suffices to show that every I-cellular diagram is F-equivalent to a representable
functor. We are going to prove it by cellular induction, but we precede the proof with the
following lemma, which says that the basic building blocks of cellular complexes are F-
equivalent to representable functors.

Lemma 3.1. For every A ∈ S, n ≥ 0, there exists A′ ∈ S such that ∂∆n ⊗RA
F' RA′.

Proof. We will prove the statement with A′ ' ∂∆n ⊗ A. The proof is by induction on n.

For n = 0 we have ∂∆0 ⊗ RA = ∅ ⊗ RA = ∅ F' R∅ = R∂∆0⊗A, since the map ∅ → R∅ is in
F by Remark 2.5. Alternatively, if one is willing to exclude F2 from F , then for the base
of induction it suffices to assume that the cohomology functor F is reduced, i.e., F (∅) = ∗;
cf. Remark 2.6. In other words the basis for induction holds for F ′ equivalences as well.
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Suppose the statement is true for n, i.e., ∂∆n ⊗ RA
F' R∂∆n⊗A; we need to show it for

n+ 1.

∂∆n+1⊗RA ' colim


∂∆n ⊗RA � � //

� _

��

∆n ⊗RA

∆n ⊗RA

 F' hocolim


R∂∆n⊗A //

��

RA

RA

 '

hocolim


R∂∆n⊗A //

��

R∆n⊗A

R∆n⊗A

 F' R
colim

0BB@
∂∆n⊗A � � //

� _

��

∆n⊗A

∆n⊗A

1CCA
' R(∆n

‘
∂∆n ∆n)⊗A ' R∂∆n+1⊗A,

where the first F-equivalence is induced by the F-equivalence in the upper left vertex of
the diagram (by induction hypothesis) and in the other two vertices we have levelwise weak
equivalences. (If we will map both homotopy pushouts into an arbitrary F-local object Wf ,
we will obtain a levelwise weak equivalence of homotopy pullback squares of spaces). The
second F-equivalence is induced by the map from F3 ⊂ F corresponding to the homotopy
pushout square:

∂∆n ⊗A � � //
� _

��

∆n ⊗A

��

∆n ⊗A // (∆n
∐
∂∆n ∆n)⊗A.

The above argument applies for all finite A if we consider F ′ instead of F , as we did not
use any equivalences induced by an element of F2. �

We will need to use the following standard result

Lemma 3.2. The following commutative square is a pushout square

A
f

//

g

��

B

g′

��

C
f ′

// D

if and only if the square

A
∐
A
∇ //

f
‘
g

��

A

g′f

��

B
∐
C // D

is a pushout square.
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Proof. Represent the two pushout diagrams as the coequalizers:

A
∐
A

∇ //

f
‘
g

// A
∐
B
∐
C // D

and

A
∐
A
∐
A
∐
A

∇2
//

(f
‘
g)

‘
(f

‘
g)

// A
∐
B
∐
C // D

There exist natural maps in both directions between the coequalizer diagrams, showing
that their colimits coincide. �

Lemma 3.3. Let M be a class-cofibrantly generated model category, such that the class of
generating cofibrations I has ℵ0-small domains with respect to the cofibratons. Then every
I-cellular complex X ∈ M may be decomposed into an ω-indexed colimit X = colimnXn

such that for every n ∈ N there is a pushout square

(3) A //
� _

f

��

Xn� _

��

B // Xn+1,

where the map A ↪→ B is a coproduct of a set of maps from I.

Proof. Every I-cellular complex X has a decomposition into a colimit indexed by a cardinal
λ:

X = colim
a<λ

(X0,0 → · · · → Xa,0 → Xa+1,0 → · · · ),

where X0,0 = ∅, Xa,0 is obtained from Xa−1,0 by attaching a cell g ∈ I:

(4) C //
� _

g

��

Xa−1,0� _

��

D // Xa,0,

and Xa,0 = colimb<aXb,0 for all limit ordinals a.
If λ = ω, then we are done, otherwise assume for transfinite induction that for all

ω ≤ b < a < λ

Xb,0 = colim
n∈N

Xn,b,

so that for all n ∈ N, Xn+1,b is obtained from Xn,b by attaching a coproduct of a set of
maps from I.

If a is a successor cardinal, then Xa,0 is obtained from Xa−1,0 as a pushout (4). On the
other hand, by the inductive assumption, Xa−1,0 = colimn<ωXn,a−1. Since the domain C
of the cell g ∈ I is ℵ0-small with respect to cofibrations, the attaching map C → Xa−1,0

factors through Xk,a−1 for some finite k.
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Let us define Xn,a = Xn,a−1, if n ≤ k. If n = k + 1, then we define first X ′k,a =
D
∐
C Xk+1,a−1, and now Xk+1,a = X ′k,a

∐
Xk,a−1

Xk+1,a−1. And if n > k + 1, then put
Xn,a = Xn−1,a

∐
Xn−1,a−1

Xn,a−1. We have Xa,0 = colimn<ωXn,a, since in the commutative
diagram

C //
� _

g

��

Xk,a−1

��

// Xk+1,a−1

��

// . . . // Xa−1,0 = colimn<ωXn,a−1

��

D // X ′k,a // Xk+1,a // . . . // Xa,0 = colimn<ωXn,a

all squares composing the ladder are pushouts by definition, so is the outer square.
It remains to show that Xk+1,a is obtained from Xk,a as in a pushout of the form (3).

For other values of the first index this is clear. It suffices to show that the square

A
∐
C� _

��

// Xk,a� _

��

Xk,a−1

B
∐
D // Xk+1,a

is a pushout. First let us split it into two squares

(5) A
∐
C� _

��

// A
∐
Xk,a−1� _

��

// Xk,a� _

��

B
∐
D // B

∐
X ′k,a // Xk+1,a

and then show that these two squares are pushouts.
The left square is a pushout as a coproduct of two pushout squares. It remains to show

that the right square of (5) is a pushout.
Let us start with the following pushout square:

A //
� _

��

X ′k,a� _

��

B // Xk+1,a.

Lemma 3.2 implies that the square

A
∐
A

��

// B
∐
X ′k,a

��

A // Xk+1,a
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is also a pushout. Now we can split it into two squares again

A
∐
A //

� _

��

A
∐
Xk,a−1� _

��

// B
∐
X ′k,a

��

A // Xk,a // Xk+1,a,

where the right square is exactly the right square of (5) and the left square is a pushout
by Lemma 3.2 since the square

A // Xk,a−1

A // Xk,a

is a pushout. Therefore the right square is also a pushout, which is what we needed to
show. �

Proposition 3.4. Every I-cellular complex Xe ∈ SSop
is F-equivalent to a representable

functor RA for some A.

Proof. By definition, every I-cellular complex X has a decomposition into a colimit indexed
by a cardinal λ starting from the initial object and on each stage one element of I is
attached. By Lemma 3.3, there is an alternative decomposition of X:

X = colim
a<ω

(X0 → · · · → Xa → Xa+1 → · · · ),

where X0 = ∅ and Xa+1 is obtained from Xa by attaching a small collection cells:∐
A(∂∆n ⊗RA) //

� _

��

Xa� _

��∐
A(∆n ⊗RA) // Xa+1.

Note for the basis of induction, that X1 is F-equivalent to R‘
A A, since ∆n⊗RA ' RA.

Assuming, by induction, that Xa is F-equivalent to a representable functor RCa , we notice,
by Lemma 3.1, that

∐
A(∂∆n ⊗ RA) = ∂∆n ×

∐
ARA is F-equivalent to R∂∆n⊗

‘
A A =

R‘
A(∂∆n⊗A), and

∐
A(∆n ⊗ RA) ' R‘

A A, so all the vertices of the homotopy pushout
above are F-equivalent to representable functors RA′ for some A′. We conclude that Xa+1

is F-equivalent to a representable functor RCa+1 , where Ca+1 is the homotopy pushout
(
∐
AA←

∐
A(∂∆n ⊗A)→ Ca), similarly to the argument of Lemma 3.1.

We obtain the following countable commutative ladder:

X0
� � //

�OF
��

· · · � � // Xa
� � //

�OF
��

Xa+1
� � //

�OF
��

· · ·

RC0
// · · · // RCa

// RCa+1
// · · ·

.
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Taking homotopy colimit of the upper and the lower rows we find thatX
F' hocolima<ω RCa ,

since if we will map both homotopy colimits into an arbitrary F-local functor W , we will
obtain a weak equivalence between the homotopy inverse limits.

Finally, hocolima<ω RCa = hocolima<ω

(
RC0

f0−→ · · · −→ RCa

fa−→ RCa+1

fa+1−→ · · ·
)

may

be represented as a homotopy pushout as follows:

hocolima<ω RCa ' hocolim


(
∐
RCa)

∐
(
∐
RCa)

1
‘
f

//

∇
��

∐
RCa

∐
RCa

 ,

where f =
∐
a<ω fa is the shift map and ∇ is the codiagonal. Observe that the homotopy

pushout above is weakly equivalent to the infinite telescope construction.
All vertices of the homotopy pushout above are F-equivalent to certain representable

functors through the respective F-equivalences from F2. Testing by mapping into an
arbitrary F-local functor W , we find that the homotopy pushout above is F-equivalent to
the homotopy pushout of the respective representable functors.

The latter pushout is F-equivalent to an representable functor RA through an F-
equivalence from F3. �

4. Representability theorems

We are ready now to prove the representability theorems.

Theorem 4.1. Let F : Sop → S be a small, homotopy functor converting coproducts to
products, up to homotopy, and homotopy pushouts to homotopy pullbacks. Then there exists
a fibrant simplicial set Y , such that F (−) ' S(−, Y ). The value of Y may be computed by
substituting ∗ into F and applying the fibrant replacement: Y = F̂ (∗)

Proof. We have proven so far that that the Q-localization constructed in 2.1 is essentially
the localization with respect to F : every element of F is a Q-equivalence, hence Q-fibrant
objects are F-local and the inverse inclusion follows from Proposition 3.4, which says, in
particular, that every F-local object is also Q-fibrant, hence any Q-equivalence is also an
F-equivalence.

Given a small functor F satisfying the conditions of the theorem, consider its fibrant
replacement in the projective model structure F ˜↪→F̂ , then F̂ is F-local and therefore also
Q-fibrant, hence the fibrant replacement of F̂ in the Q-local model structure is a projective
weak equivalence F ' F̂→̃S(−, F̂ (∗)). Therefore it suffices to take Y = F̂ (∗) to prove the
first statement of the representability theorem.

To construct an approximation by a cohomological functor for a functor G consider the
factorization of the map G → ∗ into a trivial cofibration followed by a fibration in the
Q-local model structure: G ˜↪→Ĝ � ∗. Then the map γ : G ˜↪→Ĝ is initial, up to homotopy,
beneath maps of G into other fibrant cohomological functors �
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Remark 4.2. Actually, we have proven a little bit more: for every functor G : Sop → S
there exists an approximation of G by a universal, up to homotopy, cohomological functor,
i.e., there exists a natural transformation γ : G→ Ĝ, where Ĝ is cohomological, such that
for every fibrant cohomological functor H, any map G → H factors through γ and the
factorization is unique up to simplicial homotopy.

Remark 4.3. There is a different, simpler, approach to the classification of cohomological
functors, which also does not use the assumption that the functor is small: given a simplicial
cohomological functor G : Sop → S, consider the natural map q : G(X) → S(X,G(∗))
obtained by adjunction from the natural map X = S(∗, X) → S(G(X), G(∗)), which
exists, in turn, since G is simplicial. The map q is an equivalence if X = ∗, which gives a
basis for induction on the cellular structure of X similar to Proposition 3.4. This approach
is simpler, and more general (works for all functors, not necessarily small), but it does
not give the benefit of representing, cohomological functors as fibrant objects in a model
category on small functors. We owe this remark to T. Goodwillie.

Remark 4.4. A similar representability result was obtained by J.F. Jardine [18]. His en-
riched representability theorem applies to fairly general model categories satisfying the
conditions analogous to the definition of a well-generated triangulated category, but the
conditions demanded from the functor in this work are much more restrictive then ours:
commutation with arbitrary homotopy colimits. The fact that we restricted these condi-
tions only to coproducts and homotopy pushout allows us to call it the enriched Brown
representability. Our method can be extended to other model categories as well, including
those that do not satisfy the conditions of Jardine’s theorem. In [9] we prove a similar
representability theorem in the dual category of spectra.

Homological Brown representability for space-valued functors is essentially Goodwillie’s
classification of linear functors. We choose, however, to discuss the contravariant version
of this theorem in our work (our result is related to Goodwillie’s theorem in the same
way as Adams’ representability theorem [2] related to G.W. Whitehead’s [20] classification
of generalized homology theories). Even though philosophically the two versions are the
same, in order to obtain an implication between them, we would have to work out a stable
analogue of our theorem and then use S-duality. We leave it to the interested reader.

Definition 4.5. Simplicial functor F : Sop → S is called homological if F converts homo-
topy pushouts of finite simplicial sets to homotopy pullbacks.

Example 4.6. Any functor of the form HX,Y (−) = X×S(−, Y ) is homological; we would
like to distinguish homological functors of the form H∗,Y , hence the next definition.

Definition 4.7. A homological functor F is reduced if F (∅) ' ∗.

Similarly to Lemma 3.1 we have

Lemma 4.8. Let F be a reduced homological functor, then for all n ≥ 0 there is a weak
equivalence F (∂∆n) ' S(∂∆n, Y ), where Y is a fibrant simplicial set weakly equivalent to
F (∗).
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Proof. The statement is proved by induction on n. For n = 0 there is a weak equivalence
F (∂∆0) = F (∅) ' ∗ = S(∅, F̂ (∗)) = S(∂∆0, F̂ (∗)).

Suppose that the statement is true for n, then ∂∆n+1 ' ∆n
∐
∂∆n ∆n, hence F (∂∆n+1) '

holim(F (∆n) → F (∂∆n) ← F (∆n). Lemma 2.4 implies that F is a homotopy functor,
hence

F (∂∆n+1) ' holim(F (∗)→ S(∂∆n, F̂ (∗))← F (∗)) (inductive assumption)

' holim(S(∗, F̂ (∗))→ S(∂∆n, F̂ (∗))← S(∗, F̂ (∗))) (∗ is a unit in S)

' S(hocolim(∗ ← ∂∆n → ∗), F̂ (∗)) ' S(∂∆n+1, F̂ (∗))

�

Theorem 4.9. Let F be a reduced homological functor F : Sop → S, then for all finite
simplicial sets K ∈ S there is a weak equivalence F (K) ' S(K,Y ), where Y is a fibrant
simplicial set weakly equivalent to F (∗).

Proof. It is possible to prove this theorem along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1,
but the model categories appearing on the way are all combinatorial and the required
localizations are all with respect to sets of maps, so the model theoretical part of this result
is standard and not so interesting. Instead we chose to use the approach of Remark 4.3.

Since F is a simplicial functor, similarly to Remark 4.3 there is a natural map F (X)→
S(X,F (∗)), which is a weak equivalence if X = ∗. This is the base for cellular induction.

Let X be a finite simplicial set, i.e., there is a finite chain of inclusions ∅ = X0 →
X1 . . . Xa → Xa+1 → . . . Xk = X, so that Xa+1 is obtained from Xa by attaching a cell:

∂∆n //
� _

��

Xa

��

∆n // Xa+1.

Applying F we obtain a homotopy pullback

F (∂∆n) F (Xa)oo

F (∆n)

OO

F (Xa+1)oo

OO

Assuming, by induction, that F (Xa) = S(F (Xa), F̂ (∗)) and using Lemma 4.8 we obtain:

F (Xa+1) ' holim(S(∗, F̂ (∗))→ S(∂∆n, F̂ (∗))← S(F (Xa), F̂ (∗)))

' S(hocolim(∗ ← ∂∆n → Xa), F̂ (∗)) ' S(Xa+1, F̂ (∗)).

After k steps we obtain FX ' S(X, F̂ (∗)). �
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5. An example of a non-class-cofibrantly generated model category

The model of spaces on the category of small contravariant functors, which we con-
structed in Section 2, has a very nice property: every object in it is weakly equivalent to
an ℵ0-small object — the representable functor. Our initial motivation for looking into
this model category was to use this property in order to construct some homotopical lo-
calizations with respect to certain classes of maps, since the set-theoretical difficulties do
not constitute an obstruction in our model. However, another difficulty came up and we
could not overcome it so far: the localized model category on SSop

is not class cofibrantly
generated, hence the standard methods for constructing localizations are not applicable.
On the other hand, this is the first example of a non-class-cofibrantly generated model
category arising in the topological context. Examples of model categories featuring similar
properties, but taking origin in abstract category theory appeared in [1].

There are two slightly different versions of the definition of the class-cofibrantly gen-
erated model categories. The first one demands that the domains and the codomains of
the generating (trivial) cofibrations are λ-presentable, and the second one in more general
demanding only that the (co)domains are λ-small with respect to cofibrations. This con-
fusion probably has its origin in the difference between the combinatorial model categories
by J. Smith and the cellular model categories by P. Hirschhorn. For example, the pro-
jective model structure on SSop

is class-cofibrantly generated of the first kind, while the
equivariant model structure on the maps of spaces S [2] is class-cofibrantly generated only
of the second kind. The respective localizations of these model categories constructed in
this paper are not class-cofibrantly generated

In order to see that our model category is not class-cofibrantly generated we formulate
a simple

Proposition 5.1. Let M be a class-cofibrantly generated model category such that the
domains and the codomains of the generating trivial cofibrations are λ-presentable for some
cardinal λ. Then the fibrations are closed in the category mor(M) under sequential λ-filtered
colimits, in particular the fibrant objects are closed in M under sequential colimits. If the
(co)domains of the generating trivial cofibrations are λ-small with respect to cofibrations
only, then the same conclusion holds for sequential colimits with cofibrations as bonding
maps.

The proof is left to the reader.
If the localized model category on SSop

would be class-cofibrantly generated, then the
fibrant objects would be closed under sequential λ-filtered colimits by Proposition 5.1. But
it is easy to see that the representable functors are not closed under sequential colimits of
any cardinality, hence the localized model category is not class-cofibrantly generated, at
least by the first definition.

Even more interesting example is the localization of the equivariant model category
on S [2]. The fibrant objects (i.e., the diagrams equivariantly homotopy equivalent to the
orbits) are not closed under sequential colimits even if the bonding maps are cofibrations.
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Consider, for example, the following colimit: colimn<ω

(
[n]

↓
∗

)
=
(
ℵ0

↓
∗

)
, where [n] =

∐
n ∗.

It is quite surprising, but if we replace all the bonding maps by cofibrations, this colimit

will be no longer equivalent to the orbit
(
ℵ0

↓
∗

)
.

colim


•

• • •
•

��

• • • •

��

•
...

• • • • • •��

� � // � � // � � //


=

•
...

• •
• • •

• • • ,��

since if we try to map the orbit
(
ℵ0

↓
∗

)
into the last colimit, then such map must factor

through one of the finite stages, and no map corresponds to the connected component of

the identity map on
ℵ0

↓
∗

in the mapping space hom
(
ℵ0

↓
∗
,
ℵ0

↓
∗

)
.

The same argument generalizes to sequential colimits of any cardinality, hence we can
conclude that the localized model category on maps of spaces is not class-cofibrantly gen-
erated of the second kind.
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